PLAN VIEW
DOWNSTAIRS - RECEPTION/BUSINESS OFFICE

RESTORATIVE (OVERFLOW)

ENTRY DOOR

CEILING @ 89"AUF
BUSINESS OFFICE

FOUR UPPER CABINETS WALL TO WALL
PLAM SELF EDGE COUNTER TOPS, "L" SHAPED, NO BACK SPLASH
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FOUR UPPER CABINETS WALL TO WALL
PLAM SELF EDGE COUNTER TOPS, "L" SHAPED, NO BACK SPLASH

PONY WALL @ 40" AUF

FULL HEIGHT WALL, QUARTZ TOP WRAPPED AROUND

QUARTZ TOP HAS BUILT UP EDGE ON ALL 4 SIDES (EDGE PROFILE TBD)

QUARTZ TOP HAS BUILT UP EDGE ON FRONT/CUSTOMER SIDE (EDGE PROFILE TBD)

BASE CABINETS

PONY WALL @ 40" AUF

PONY WALL @ 48" AUF

WASTE BUSINESS OFFICE
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